ມິດຕິກ’າຄໍາມະນ’າງ

ແມ່ນດັ່ງດ້ວຍທ້າຍສຸດທ້າຍຂອງຊິ່ງເພື່ອໃຊ້ນີ້ ໃຊ້ການຄືການລົງໂທດຂອງບຸກຄົນ ໃນທາງຫລັງຂອງຊົນອື່ນໆ.

ຕໍ່ຄວາມຄຸ້ມຄອງ ບໍ່ຄົ້ນເຄີຍ ບຸກຄົນທີ່ເປັນຜູ້ຕໍ່ຮ້າຍ ສາມາດຜິດສະຫງົບ ໄດ້ໃຫ້ສາມາດຄວາມຮູ້ສຶກສະເພາະໃຫ້ຜິດຫວັງເພີ່ມຂຶ້ນ ໃນຕາມສາຍໝາຍ ຄ່ອຍໆ ຕາມຄວາມຫມັ້ນໃຈ ຄືຄືຄື ພວກເຂົາໃນຄວາມຊົງຈໍາ ອາລົມ ໄດນຈໍາຂື້ນໃຈ ບໍ່ຊົງຈໍາດ້ວຍຄຳເວົ້າສັ້ນໆ ຄວາມຊົງຈໍາຈາກສິ່ງນັ້ນໄດ້ ຖ້າ ຜູ້ນັ້ນອະນິດໄວ້ ແລະ ທີ່ຊົງຮັກໃນເມື່ອກ່ອນການປ່ຽນແປງໃນພຶດຕິກໍາຂອງບຸກຄົນທີ່ເປັນໂລກສະຫມອງເສື່ອມແຜ່ນເຈັ້ຍຫນັງສືຊ່ວຍເຫຼືອໃບນີ້ ສຶກສາເບິ່ງ ບາງພຶດຕິກໍາທີ່ມັກປ່ຽນແປງ ແລະ ອາດຈະເກີດຂຶ້ນພຶດຕິກໍາປ່ຽນແປງ
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ມາທີ່ຈະເຮັດໃຫ້ ຄອບຄົວ ແລະ ຜູ້ດູແລ ຮູ້ສຶກຢ້ານກົວ. ມາດໍໃຫ້ວ່ອງໄວຫຼາຍ ເຊິ່ງແມ່ນຊັ່ງທີ່ພວກເຂົາເຈົ້າເຊື່ອວ່າ ໄດ້ຂາດຫາຍໄປ,

- ຜູ້ຊ່ຽວຊານຊ່ອຍ 24 ໊ົ່ວໂມງຕໍ່ມື້, 7 ໊າທິດ ແລະ ທ່ານ ສາມາດທີ່ເປັນຄວາມລັບ, ໃຫ້ ການປະເມີນຜົນ, ການເຂົ້າຊ່ອຍ, ການສຶກສາ ດາວງານດູແລ ຜູ້ທີ່ມີຄວາມກັງວົນ ກ່ຽວກັບ ພຶດຕິກໍາຂອງບຸກຄົນທີ່ເປັນໂລກສະຫມອງເສື່ອມ (DBMAS) ເປັນຫນ່ວຍບໍລິການ ແລະ ທີ່ປຶກສາສູນທີ່ປຶກສາ ແລະ ຮັບໃຊ້ ກ່ຽວກັບ ການຄວບຄ້ອງ ພຶດຕິກໍາຂອງການປ່ຽນແປງ, ແລະ ຜ່ານກະທົບຕໍ່ທ່ານ.

ຄວາມບໍ່ສາມາດ ຂອງບຸກຄົນ ຈະຈື່ຈໍາໄດ້ ສິ່ງທີ່ເຂົາເຈົ້າໄດ້ເວົ້າ ຫລື ເຫຼືອດ. ພຶດຕິກໍາ ແລະ ເປັນເງົາຕາມຫລັງເຈົ້າ, ແລະ ຜ່ານກະທົບຕໍ່ທ່ານ ດ້ວຍການໃຊ້ມືຂອງເຂົາເຈົ້າ, ຕົວຢ່າງຄຳຖາມຄັ້ງ ກະທາບ ຄໍາຖາມຊໍ້າ ເຫມືອນດັ່ງວ່າ ມັນແມ່ນບໍ່ພຽງເຫຼືອ ແຕ່ມັນອາດຈະຊ່ວຍໄດ້ ຖ້າເຈົ້າ ຮັບຮູ້ ຄວາມຮູ້ສຶກ ທີ່ເຂົາເຈົ້າສະແດງອອກ. ບຸກຄົນ ໄຈ້ເລືອກ ເຫຼືອດໄດ້ ທ້າຍຈື່ຈໍາໄດ້ ສິ່ງໃດນື່ງ ການເຮັດຍາກວ່າ ຄໍາອະທິບາຍ ແລະ ບໍ່ແນ່ນອນ. ພວກເຂົາເຈົ້າ ເດີມບັນລົງ ຄວາມຕ້ອງການ ຈາກງານຂອງເຂົາ.

ເພື່ອຊ່ວຍແປພາສາ ການສາມາດເອົາຂໍ້ມູນເພີ່ມ ແລະ ທ່ານຫາກວ່າ ຄໍາອະທິບາຍ ແລະ ບໍ່ແນ່ນອນ. ພວກເຂົາເຈົ້າ ເດີມບັນລົງ ຄວາມຕ້ອງການ ຈາກງານຂອງເຂົາ.
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Changed behaviours

This Help Sheet looks at some of the common behaviour changes that may occur when a person has dementia. Reasons for the changes and some general guidelines for coping with them are discussed.

Changes in the behaviour of a person with dementia are very common. This may place enormous stress on families and carers. It can be particularly upsetting when someone previously gentle and loving behaves in a strange or aggressive way.

Why does behaviour change?

There are many reasons why a person’s behaviour may be changing. Dementia is a result of changes that take place in the brain and affects the person’s memory, mood and behaviour. Sometimes the behaviour may be related to these changes taking place in the brain. In other instances, there may be changes occurring in the person’s environment, their health or medication that trigger the behaviour. Perhaps an activity, such as taking a bath, is too difficult. Or the person may not be feeling physically well. Dementia affects people in different ways and reduces a persons capacity to communicate their needs and manage environmental stressors. Understanding why someone is behaving in a particular way may help you with some ideas about how to cope.

Where to begin

Always discuss concerns about behaviour changes with the doctor, who will be able to check whether there is a physical illness or discomfort present and provide some advice. The doctor will be able to advise if there is an underlying psychiatric illness and check the person’s medications.

Managing

Managing changed behaviours can be very difficult, and is often a matter of trial and error. Always remember that the behaviour is not deliberate. Anger and aggression are often directed against family members and carers because they are closest. The behaviour is out of the person’s control and they may be quite frightened by it. They need reassurance, even though it may not appear that way.

What to try

• Providing a calm, unstressed environment in which the person with dementia follows a familiar routine can help to avoid some difficult behaviours

• Keep the environment familiar. People with dementia can become upset if they find themselves in a strange situation or among a group of unfamiliar people where they feel confused and unable to cope. The frustration caused by being unable to meet other people’s expectations may be enough to trigger a change in behaviour

• If a behaviour becomes difficult, it is best to refrain from any form of physical contact such as restraining, leading them away or approaching from behind. It may be better to leave them alone until they have recovered, or call a friend or neighbour for support

• Avoid punishment. The person may not remember the event and is therefore not able to learn from it

• Speak slowly, in a calm, quiet and reassuring voice

• Remain quiet or neutral if the person tells you something that seems wrong or mixed up

Aggression

This can be physical, such as hitting out, or verbal such as using abusive language. Aggressive behaviour is usually an expression of anger, fear or frustration.

What to try

• The aggression may be due to frustration. For example, locking the door may prevent wandering but may result in increased frustration

• Activity and exercise may help prevent some outbursts

• Approaching the person slowly and in full view may help. Explain what is going to happen in short, clear statements such as “I’m going to help you take your coat off”. This may avoid the feeling of being attacked and becoming aggressive as a self-defence response

• Check whether the aggressive behaviour is about getting what the person wants. If so, trying to anticipate their needs may help
Over-reaction

Some people with dementia over-react to a trivial setback or a minor criticism. This might involve them screaming, shouting, making unreasonable accusations, becoming very agitated or stubborn, or crying or laughing uncontrollably or inappropriately. Alternatively, the person might become withdrawn. This tendency to over-react is part of the disease and is called a catastrophic reaction.

Sometimes a catastrophic reaction is the first indication of the dementia. It may be a passing phase, disappearing as the condition progresses, or it may go on for some time.

Catastrophic behaviour may be a result of:
- Stress caused by excessive demands of a situation
- Frustration caused by misinterpreted messages
- Another underlying illness

This behaviour can appear very quickly and can make family and carers feel frightened. However, trying to figure out what triggers catastrophic behaviour can sometimes mean that it can be avoided. Keeping a diary may help to identify the circumstances under which they occur. If this isn't possible, you can find ways of dealing with the behaviour quickly and effectively using some of the guidelines listed earlier.

What to try
- Learn the person's usual hiding places and check there first for missing items
- Provide a drawer full of odds and ends for the person to sort out as this can satisfy the need to be busy
- Make sure the person can find their way about, as an inability to recognise the environment may be adding to the problem of hoarding

Repetitive behaviour

People with dementia may say or ask things over and over. They may also become very clingy and follow you, even to the toilet. These behaviours can be very upsetting and irritating. Repetitive behaviours may be mainly caused by the person's inability to remember what they have said and done.

What to try
- If an explanation doesn't help, distraction sometimes works. A walk, food or favourite activity might help
- It may help to acknowledge the feeling expressed. For example "What am I doing today?" may mean that the person is feeling lost and uncertain. A response to this feeling might help
- Answer repeated questions as if they were being asked for the first time
- Repetitive movements may be reduced by giving the person something else to do with their hands, such as a soft ball to squeeze or clothes to fold

Based on ‘Understanding and dealing with challenging behaviour’, Alzheimer Scotland – Action on Dementia

Discuss with the doctor your concerns about behaviour changes, and their impact on you.

The Dementia Behaviour Management Advisory Service (DBMAS) is a national telephone advisory service for families, carers and care workers who are concerned about the behaviours of people with dementia. The service provides confidential advice, assessment, intervention, education and specialised support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and can be contacted on 1800 699 799.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Dementia Australia offers support, information, education and counselling. Contact the National Dementia Helpline on 1800 100 500, or visit our website at dementia.org.au

For language assistance phone the Translating and Interpreting Service on 131 450